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Elders Crochet & Knitting Circle
Since March 1, 2017, the Department of Justice (DOJ)
Elders Program has hosted an Elders Crochet and Knitting
Circle and has recently expanded to Monday Craft Days.
The Crochet & Knitting Circle will continue through the
end of May. If you are interested in joining in on the fun,
in a stress free environment with a healthy snack,
please contact Leon Cline @ 360-592-0135. n
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Replacing Your Social Security Card Online
A New Tool For Washington Residents
by Kirk Larson
Social Security Washington Public Affairs Specialist
The Social Security Administration strives to provide you world-class
service. With that in mind, we rolled out a new service that allows some of
our customers to request a replacement Social Security card online.
The new online version of the Application for a Replacement Social
Security Card allows people in some states to request a replacement card
online through our secure my Social Security portal without traveling to
a field office. You can create or log into your personal my Social Security
account at www.socialsecurity.gov/myaccount.
This great tool is currently available in Washington and Idaho. It’s an easy,
convenient, and secure way to request a replacement card. In addition, you
can get a replacement Medicare Card.
When you open a my Social Security account, we protect your information
by using strict identity verification and security features. The application
process has built-in features to detect fraud and confirm your identity.
In certain cases, security experts at Social Security will contact you to
ensure it is a legitimate application. We only issue a replacement card if there’s
no suspicion of fraud and only mail it to a verified address.
To take advantage of this new service option, you must:
• Have or create a my Social Security account;
• Have a valid driver’s license in a participating state or the District of
Columbia (or a state-issued identification card in some states);
• Be age 18 or older and a United States citizen with a domestic U.S.
mailing address (this includes APO, FPO, and DPO addresses); and
• Not be requesting a name change or any other changes to your card.
We plan to add more states in the future. Before you request a replacement
card online, you may want to consider whether you need to get a replacement
card at all. Most times, knowing your number is what’s important. You’ll
rarely need the card itself, perhaps only when you get a new job and have to
show it to your employer.
If you decide you need a replacement card, log into your personal my
Social Security account at www.socialsecurity.gov/myaccont and select
“Request a Replacement Card.” Next, answer the screening questions to
confirm eligibility, complete personal data, and you’re done! n

How to Submit News to the
Snee-Nee-Chum Newsletter
You may submit news items or department updates for
consideration to Charity Bernard at cbernard@nooksack-nsn.gov.
Items for the June newsletter must be submitted by May 14th.

Questions? Call Charity at (360) 592-5176, extension 3114.

n
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Chief of Police Retires
On April 14, 2017, the Chief of Police, Rory Gilliland, officially retired from Police work (1974-2017). On
Thursday, April 13, 2017, the Tribal Council hosted a luncheon to say farewell to Rory. The police officers got
together to gift him the sword. n
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Clever Hacks for Common Household Products
by Steve Fisher, Costco Connection, April 2017
SOMETIMES, CRAFTY consumers find alternative uses for products.
The manufacturers do not necessarily endorse those uses, because they
weren’t part of the original intent for their goods. The Connection has
scoured the Internet to bring you some of those discoveries.
Opening jars. Many food jars—I’m looking at you, pickles—seem
destined to become paperweights or put in a time capsule to show how
humans from the 21st century made eating a challenge. Here are a couple
of tricks to twist off stubborn lids.
Get out a rubber cleaning glove and get a grip,
with or without putting it on. You can also use
a can opener to help loosen the lid; ease the tip
of the opener under the lid and gently lift up
until you hear a pop. That’s the breaking of the
vacuum seal, which should help to make the top
easier to twist off.
Removing grease and oil stains from clothing. In case you don’t have a laundry
pretreater, some dishwashing soaps, with a high amount of surfactants—e.g.,
Dawn—will do the trick.
Removing sticker residue. Perhaps the most annoying aspect of stick-on labels is the
difficulty of removing the schmutz left behind when you peel them off. If it doesn’t come
off cleanly, you can wear your fingertips to the bone trying to scrape it off; if you try a sharp
object, you risk doing irreparable damage to your brand-new treasure.
Instead, try using a laundry pretreater, such as Shout, according to an article in Good Housekeeping
(goo.gl/bK1z0n). Pretreaters can help loosen labels from the get-go or remove the residue.
Getting rid of foul odors. Need to eliminate stink in shoes or odors emanating from your couch? It
happens—we’re not judging. Dryer sheets may be the answer in a pinch. Just rub them in the shoes or
tuck them between the couch’s cushions, according to business insider.com.
Eliminating static. I don’t know about you, but when I wake up in the
morning, the hair on my head is standing straight up, making me look like Albert
Einstein—without the genius. Perrie Samotin, when she was at Style Caster (style
caster.com) recommended using a fresh dryer sheet to remove static from hair and clothing.
Removing pills from sweaters. You can buy one of those funky little sweater shavers, but
Good Housekeeping recommends taking an ordinary two-sided cleaning sponge and gently
running the abrasive side against the sweater. Pills be gone!
Aluminum foil. Do a Google search for surprising uses for aluminum foil and you’ll find a
treasure trove of uses. Did you know you can put a ball of foil in your dryer to help reduce
static? This is great in a pinch for those occasions when you find out, in the middle of doing
laundry, that you’re out of dryer sheets.
Wads of aluminum foil will also help clean cast iron pots and pans, prevent rust on steel
wool pads—wrap in foil and store in freezer—and even help to sharpen scissors just by cutting
some foil. If you hate ironing, place a flat sheet of aluminum foil on the ironing board, place
clothes on top and iron away. The foil reflects the heat, helping to reduce ironing time.
Of course, you could always do as I do: only buy permanent press clothes, or learn to be comfortable with a
wrinkled look. Personally, I’m hoping to start a fashion trend with the latter. n
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Mentoring [for skills the schools do not teach]
by Glenn C. Zaring, Cherokee (12/2016 Tribal Business Journal)
Being effective and able to contribute to a business,
especially as a tribal citizen at a tribal business, is a very
important goal and one that we should keep foremost in
our planning. Being on the job is more than just doing
your individual duties – it is being part of a successful
whole that creates value!
The question, however, is how does a tribal member,
or anyone else for that matter, gain the skill set and
knowledge necessary to contribute to a tribe’s business?
Does it come through a piece of paper from the state
college, the community college or through and online
degree?
Sadly, the answer is, “No, not really!” Or should we
say, “No, not always or not completely!”
The degrees hopefully hone basic skill sets and
expose students to information that should help them
in life. Unfortunately,
many of the colleges
are not teaching critical
thinking skills and
reasoning abilities so
that this knowledge
can be used effectively.
Some institutions of
higher learning are
telling students not
to question what the
professor tells them.
“just trust what you are
being told is the truth!”
That’s like telling us
that John Wayne movies
depicted real tribal life! Don’t even get me started on that!
Think back on how many of us learned to hunt. For
me, it was tagging along with my grandfather in the
beautiful woods of south central Missouri. He took me
back along the “cricks” – that’s “creeks” to northerners
– and walked among the tall old oak trees. He pointed
out items like discarded acorn shells and we looked for
bushy tails in the leaves.
We didn’t have text books to read about hunting.
There were no YouTube videos and there were not
classes at school to learn about tracking and all that.
My grandfather taught me right there in the woods. He
“mentored” me, to use a more modern term. To me, he
was respected and beloved elder who gently shared his
knowledge with a young boy eager to learn.
Tribally and culturally, we need to pay more
attention to passing on the proper effective skills that

our nations and people need to sustain their lives
and their communities. We need to “mentor” them in
business.
What does that mean realistically? As an example,
let’s say that your tribe or community wants to open
a manufacturing plant to make something. You can
probably find grants or funds to build the building and
by the equipment, but how do you train your people to
actually run the operation?
If you can, have them find work in a similar plant.
If jobs aren’t available there, look for mentoring
opportunities within these same plants. Actually go to
the management and explain that you are opening a
tribal manufacturing facility in a similar business and
that you want your people to learn how to do the job
right! (It never hurts to stroke their ego a bit!) Keep the
request for mentoring
at low cost to the
company.
Even
if
the tribe has to pay
the tribal members a
small salary during the
mentoring
program,
it will be worth it to
obtain the knowledge.
The company by the
way, will probably hop
on the opportunity to
train because it will be
good public relations.
In your planning, make
sure that your business
would not be compete, but possibly augment/support
the company by providing parts or services that could
reduce its costs. This will take some planning on your
part, but it will almost guarantee that the company will
support what you want to do.
This same approach can work with just about any
business that your tribe wants to open. If it’s a radio
station, have the company mentor broadcast engineers,
radio sales staff and on-air talent. If your business is
a tribal-owned restaurant, then make sure and have
your people spend some time with mentors in specific
jobs, such as advertising, marketing and business
management for restaurants. Learn what actually works
in the real world and then your tribal citizens can apply
the skill sets to your own business.
This will greatly improve your chances of success
now and into the next generations. n
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Native Art Market
Saturday, May 13, 2017 | 10 am – 4 pm | 9 – 10 am members’ only early shopping
Burke Museum
Seattle—Join the Burke Museum for a celebration of Native art. Purchase
original art directly from Native artists at the Burke’s annual Native Art
Market. Enjoy a memorable day seeing and buying unique pieces with
100% of sales proceeds going directly to the artists!
Also watch art demonstrations and talk to 17 emerging and established
Native American/First Nations artists about their work and process. The
artists are experts in mediums such as woodcarving, basketry, jewelry,
graphic design, sculpture, apparel, metalwork and forging.
Visitors can buy directly from artists and talk to them about their work at the Burke’s
Native Art Market on May 13. Photo © Jack Storms/Storms PhotoGraphic.

Participating artists include:

Jason Reed Brown will be demonstrating
the process of his metalwork at the Burke
Museum’s Native Art Market on May 13.
Photo © Jack Storms/Storms PhotoGraphic.

Red Road, Red Carpet, by Linley Logan.
Photo courtesy Linley Logan.
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• Mary Babic (Chugach Sugpiaq)
Doll-making, jewelry and accessories
• Charles W. Bloomfield (Pyramid Lake Paiute/Tsartlip/Lummi)
Apparel design, sculpture, painting and graphic design
• Peter Boome (Upper Skagit)
Woodcarvings, limited edition serigraph prints and original paintings
• Jason Reed Brown (Koyukon Athabascan)
Sculpture, metalwork and graphic design
• Roger Fernandes (Lower Elwha S’Klallam)
Original paintings and design
• Mary Goddard (Tlingit)
Jewelry and apparel design
• DeAnn Jacobson (Duwamish/Suquamish)
Basketry, jewelry and graphic design
• Linley Logan (Seneca)
Hand-pulled linoleum relief and dry-point prints
• Alex McCarty (Makah Nation)
Woodcarving, jewelry, accessories, original relief prints and cards
• Peggy McDaniel (Chugach Sugpiaq)
Doll-making, jewelry and accessories
• Greg A. Robinson (Chinook Indian Nation)
Woodcarving and acrylic paintings
• Joseph Seymour (Squaxin Island/Pueblo of Acoma)
Apparel design, serigraph & woodblock prints, rawhide drums and paddles
• Autumn Shotridge (Tlingit)
Jewelry and accessories
• Israel Shotridge (Tlingit)
Jewelry, woodwork, sculpture and graphic design
• Denise Wallace (Chugach Sugpiaq)
Silver work and scrimshaw
• Terresa White (Yup’ik)
Bronze sculptures and ceramic masks
• Jennifer R. Younger (Tlingit)
Jewelry

Git Hoan Dancers (People of the Salmon)
Special this year: Performance at 1 pm | Tsimshian Performance Group
The Git Hoan Dancers will perform at the
Burke’s Native Art Market on May 13 at 1
pm. Photo courtesy Git Hoan Dancers.

The Git Hoan Dancers represent a culture of Alaskan Native people, the
Tsimshian Tribe from Metlakatla, Alaska. David Boxley, nationally renowned
carver and culture bearer, formed the Git Hoan Dancers to revive, practice
and share the Tsimshian way of life that was once forbidden. The Git Hoan
Dancers showcase the magnificence of Tsimshian art, resurrect the practice
of the culture and educate the world that it is a diverse and a living art and
culture. The Git Hoan performance shares legends of ancestors through song
and dance.
Go to burkemuseum.org/market for more information and to plan your visit.
The Native Art Market is included with museum admission and is free with
UW ID and for Burke members, who also receive exclusive early shopping at
9 am. For membership information, go to burkemuseum.org/join.
Native Art Market Sponsor: Sealaska
Media Sponsor: KUOW
The Burke Museum is the Washington State Museum of Natural History
and Culture. The Burke is an active research museum that cares for 16 million
geology, biology and cultural objects from Washington state and around the world,
preserving natural and cultural history and generating new discoveries.
Founded in 1885 and designated the State Museum in 1899, the Burke Museum
is the oldest public museum in Washington. The Burke Museum is located on the
University of Washington campus, at the corner of NE 45th St. and 17th Ave. NE.
Hours are 10 am to 5 pm daily, and until 8 pm on first Thursdays. Admission: $10
general, $8 senior, $7.50 student/ youth. Admission is free to children four and
under, Burke members, UW students, faculty, and staff. Admission is free to the
public on the first Thursday of each month. UW parking fees are $3 up to 4 hours
or $15 all day on weekdays, $5 flat fee on Saturdays before noon, and free parking
after noon on Saturdays and all-day Sundays. Call 206.543.5590 or visit www.
burkemuseum.org. The Burke Museum is an American Alliance of Museumsaccredited museum and a Smithsonian Affiliate.
To request disability accommodation, contact the Disability Services Office
at: 206.543.6450 (voice), 206.543.6452 (TTY), 206.685.7264 (fax), or email at
dso@u.washington.edu. The University of Washington makes every effort to honor
disability accommodation requests. Requests can be responded to most effectively
if received as far in advance of the event as possible, preferably at least 10 days. n

Alex McCarty paints a paddle at a
previous Native Art Market at the Burke
Museum. Photo © Jack Storms/Storms
PhotoGraphic.

Belt buckle with seals, by Denise Wallace.
Photo courtesy Denise Wallace.

Moon Mask, by Peter Boome. Photo
courtesy Peter Boome.
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Sovereignty Training
On March 23rd and 24th, the Directors and Council members attended
a Sovereignty Training initiated by Chairman Kelly. He felt it very important
for the directors/councilmembers to have an innate understanding of what
sovereign immunity is so that they can help protect Nooksack Indian Tribe’s
sovereign immunity in their everyday work product and conversations.
The class was held in Deming at the community building by a Falmouth
Instructor named Joe Hobot (see his bio for more information). The training
was very well instructed and very well received by all in the training. The
training impressed the General Manager, Katherine Canete, so much that
she is working on bringing two more trainings to the Tribe – one for the
adult Tribal members and one for the youth Tribal members. It is her hope
that these additional trainings will occur this summer.
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Joe Hobot, Ed.D
Dr. Joe Hobot
is a descendant of
the Hunk Papa
Band of the Lakota
Nation from the
Standing
Rock
Indian Reservation
and was born and raised in the
Minneapolis/St. Paul metropolitan
area. He holds a Bachelor’s Degree
from the University of Minnesota, a
Master’s Degree from the University
of St. Thomas, and a Doctorate of
Education from Hamline University.
He is the President and Chief
Executive Officer of the American
Indian OIC, having served with
the organization since 2006. He
previously held the position of
Director of Education, overseeing
the progress of the organization’s
alternative high school, its Adult
Basic Education/GED program,
and the Takoda Institute of Higher
Education. He also served as the
Lead Teacher of Takoda Prep with
an emphasis on Social Studies, and
as an Instructor in the AIOIC postsecondary school as well.
Dr. Hobot was recently appointed by Governor Mark Dayton
to serve on the Minnesota Jobs Skills
Partnership’s board of directors. He
is also a director on the boards of
the Native American Community
Development Institute, the Women’s
Environmental Institute, chairs
the Metropolitan Urban Indian
Directors group, and is a member
of Equity Works. He is the 2015
recipient of the Minnesota American
Indian Chamber of Commerce’s
Bear Award and was named a 2016
40 Under 40 by the Minneapolis/St.
Paul Business Journal. Most recently,
Dr. Hobot became a fellow through
the Roy Wilkins Center for Human
Relations and Social Justice at the
Humphrey School of Public Affairs
at the University of Minnesota. n

Breast Health Day Screened 14 Women for Breast Cancer!
A big thank you to Mt. Baker Imaging for their
donation towards our successful event!!

Health Clinic Staff Supporting Breast Cancer Awareness
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Detecting Oral Cancer
by Joana Breckner, Costco Connection, April 2017
A ROUTINE dentist visit saved my life.
I am a four-year survivor of oral cancer. I am married,
47 years old and the mother of two girls, ages 10 and 12.
I am not a smoker or drinker, and have been in good
health my entire life.
In 2000, during a
teeth cleaning, my dentist
discovered precancerous
white spots on my tongue.
The biopsy was benign,
but for the next seven
years I was monitored by
my dentist and doctor.
My first tumor, small and
contained, was removed
in 2007.
Four years later, my
cancer returned. I underwent a 10-hour surgery removing
half my tongue, which was rebuilt with grafts from my
forearm, followed up by radiation and chemotherapy. A
year later cancer reoccurred on my jugular vein. More
surgery, more chemotherapy, more radiation.
Four years later, my story has a happy ending, and
by sharing it I hope to raise awareness of oral cancer and
screenings.
Traditionally, individuals with the highest risk of
developing oral cancer have been those who smoke, use
tobacco or drink alcohol heavily, but exposure to the
human papillomavirus (HPV) is now a significant factor.
The fastest-growing oral cancer population is young
nonsmokers with HPV.
Currently there is no national program for oral cancer
screenings. The American Dental Association states that
“just doing ‘opportunistic’ cancer screenings… would yield

tens of thousands of opportunities to catch oral cancer in
its early stages.” According to the Oral Cancer Foundation,
when oral cancer is found at early stages of development,
patients have an 80 to 90 percent survival rate.
Here
are
easy,
potentially lifesaving steps
to take charge of your oral
health.
• Be sure your dentist or
qualified hygienist “cleans
and screens” at every
routine visit. This visual
and manual screening
takes less than five
minutes.
• There is a strong link between HPV and oral cancer.
Ask your children’s pediatrician and dentist for more
information about the HPV vaccination. The Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention recommends
boys and girls receive the HPV vaccination at age 11
or 12.
• If a sore throat or swallowing problems persist for
more than two weeks, contact your doctor.
I am alive because of early detection and lifesaving
surgeries and treatments. My quality of life is excellent,
and I am able to eat, drink, taste and live pain-free. A
scar running from my lip to my chin and a slight speech
impediment remind me of cancer every day. Like many
survivors, I am searching for my new normal. However,
I am alive, loving life and grateful—especially for my
conscientious dentist. n

IMPORTANT NOTICE: PROHIBTED OUTDOOR BURNING
Please be informed that per Nooksack Indian Tribe Title 20- Crime Code, outdoor burning is now unlawful
on property owned by the Nooksack Indian Tribe/ or Nooksack Housing Sites.
Title 20 - Crime Code. 20.10.150 Prohibited Outdoor Burning
Any person, partnership, or company or corporation who burns, trash, rubbish, garbage, rubber, tar, or
plastic outdoors anywhere on Tribal lands owned by the Nooksack Indian Tribe and/or Nooksack Housing
Sites is guilty of Prohibited Outdoor Burning. Prohibited Outdoor Burning is a Class C offense. This section
shall not prohibit the use of an outdoor fire for cooking or for recreation or for cultural ceremony.
All outdoor burning should be reported to the Nooksack Tribal Police Department for enforcement of the
aforementioned Nooksack law. n
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How To Overcome Fear and Anxiety
Posted By Dr. Aamer A Khan Licensed Clinical Psychologist. (NIT Behavioral Health)
Fear is one of the most powerful emotions. It has a very strong effect on
your mind and body.
Fear can create strong signals of response when we’re in emergencies – for
instance, if we are caught in a fire or are being attacked.
It can also take effect when you’re faced with non-dangerous events,
like exams, public speaking, a new job, a date, or even a party. It’s a natural
response to a threat that can be either perceived or real.
Anxiety is a word we use for some types of fear that are usually to do with
the thought of a threat or something going wrong in the future, rather than
right now.
Fear and anxiety can last for a short time and then pass, but they can also
last much longer and you can get stuck with them. In some cases they can take
over your life, affecting your ability to eat, sleep, concentrate, travel, enjoy life,
or even leave the house or go to work or school. This can hold you back from
doing things you want or need to do, and it also affects your health.
Some people become overwhelmed by fear and want to avoid situations
that might make them frightened or anxious. It can be hard to break this
cycle, but there are lots of ways to do it. You can learn to feel less fearful and
to cope with fear so that it doesn’t stop you from living.

What makes you afraid?
Lots of things make us feel afraid. Being afraid of some things – like fires
– can keep you safe. Fearing failure can make you try to do well so that you
won’t fail, but it can also stop you doing well if the feeling is too strong.
What you’re afraid of and how you act when you’re afraid of something
can vary per person. Just knowing what makes you afraid and why can be the
first step to sorting out problems with fear.

What makes you anxious?
Because anxiety is a type of fear, the things we’ve described about fear
above are also true for anxiety.
The word ‘anxiety’ tends to be used to describe worry, or when fear is
nagging and persists over time. It is used when the fear is about something in
the future rather than what is happening right now.
Anxiety is a word often used by health professionals when they’re
describing persistent fear. The ways that you feel when you’re frightened and
anxious are very similar, as the basic emotion is the same.

What do fear and anxiety feel like?
When you feel frightened or seriously anxious, your mind and body work
very quickly. These are some of the things that might happen:
Your heart beats very fast – maybe it feels irregular
You breathe very fast
Your muscles feel weak
You sweat a lot
Your stomach churns or your bowels feel loose
You find it hard to concentrate on anything else
You feel dizzy
You feel frozen to the spot
22

You can’t eat
You have hot and cold sweats
You get a dry mouth
You get very tense muscles
These things occur because your
body, sensing fear, is preparing you
for an emergency, so it makes your
blood flow to the muscles, increases
blood sugar, and gives you the
mental ability to focus on the thing
that your body perceives as a threat
With anxiety, in the longer
term, you may have some of the
above symptoms as well as a more
nagging sense of fear, and you may
get irritable, have trouble sleeping,
develop headaches, or have trouble
getting on with work and planning
for the future; you might have
problems having sex, and might lose
self-confidence.

Why do I feel like this when
I’m not in any real danger?
Early humans needed the fast,
powerful responses that fear causes,
as they were often in situations
of physical danger; however, we
no longer face the same threats in
modern-day living.
Despite this, our minds and
bodies still work in the same way
as our early ancestors, and we have
the same reactions to our modern
worries about bills, travel and social
situations. But we can’t run away
from or physically attack these
problems!
The physical feelings of fear can
be scary in themselves – especially
if you are experiencing them and
you don’t know why, or if they seem
out of proportion to the situation.
Instead of alerting you to a danger
and preparing you to respond to it,
your fear or anxiety can kick in for
any perceived threat, which could be
imaginary or minor.

Why won’t my fear go
away and leave me feeling
normal again?

Try to learn more about your fear
or anxiety. Keep a record of when
it happens and what happens.

Fear may be a one-off
feeling when you are faced with
something unfamiliar.
But it can also be an everyday,
long-lasting problem – even
if you can’t put your finger on
why. Some people feel a constant
sense of anxiety all the time,
without any particular trigger.
There are plenty of triggers for
fear in everyday life, and you can’t
always work out exactly why you
are frightened or how likely you are
to be harmed. Even if you can see
how out of proportion a fear is, the
emotional part of your brain keeps
sending danger signals to your body.
Sometimes you need mental and
physical ways of tackling fear.

that doctors class it as a mental
health problem. If you feel anxious
all the time for several weeks, or if it
feels like your fears are taking over
your life, then it’s a good idea to ask
your doctor Or Behavioral Health
for Help. The same is true if a phobia
is causing problems in your daily
life, or if you are experiencing panic
attacks.

What is a panic attack?

How can I help myself?

A panic attack is when you feel
overwhelmed by the physical and
mental feelings of fear – the signs
listed under ‘What do fear and
anxiety feel like?’ People who have
panic attacks say that they find it hard
to breathe, and they may worry that
they’re having a heart attack or are
going to lose control of their body.
See the ‘Support and information’
section at the end of this booklet if
you want help with panic attacks.

What is a phobia?
A phobia is an extreme fear of
a particular animal, thing, place or
situation. People with phobias have
an overwhelming need to avoid any
contact with the specific cause of
the anxiety or fear. The thought of
coming into contact with the cause
of the phobia makes you anxious or
panicky.

How do I know if I need help?
Fear and anxiety can affect all
of us every now and then. It is only
when it is severe and long-lasting

Exercise
Increase the amount of exercise
you do. Exercise requires some
concentration, and this can take
your mind off your fear and anxiety.

Relax

Face your fear if you can
If you always avoid situations
that scare you, you might stop doing
things you want or need to do. You
won’t be able to test out whether the
situation is always as bad as you expect,
so you miss the chance to work out
how to manage your fears and reduce
your anxiety. Anxiety problems tend
to increase if you get into this pattern.
Exposing yourself to your fears can be
an effective way of overcoming this
anxiety.

Know yourself
Try to learn more about your fear
or anxiety. Keep an anxiety diary or
thought record to note down when it
happens and what happens. You can
try setting yourself small, achievable
goals for facing your fears. You could
carry with you a list of things that
help at times when you are likely to
be become frightened or anxious.
This can be an effective way of
addressing the underlying beliefs
that are behind your anxiety.

Learning relaxation techniques
can help you with the mental and
physical feelings of fear. It can help
just to drop your shoulders and
breathe deeply. Or imagine yourself
in a relaxing place. You could also try
learning things like yoga, meditation,
massage.

Healthy eating
Eat lots of fruit and vegetables,
and try to avoid too much sugar.
Resulting dips in your blood sugar
can give you anxious feelings. Try
to avoid drinking too much tea
and coffee, as caffeine can increase
anxiety levels.

Avoid alcohol, or drink in
moderation
It’s very common for people to
drink when they feel nervous. Some
people call alcohol ‘Dutch courage’, but
the after-effects of alcohol can make
you feel even more afraid or anxious.

Complementary therapies
Some people find that complementary therapies or exercises,
such as relaxation techniques,
meditation, yoga, or t’ai chi, help
them to deal with their anxiety.

Faith/spirituality
If you are religious or spiritual, this
can give you a way of feeling connected
to something bigger than yourself.
Faith can provide a way of coping with
everyday stress, and attending church
and other faith groups can connect
you with a valuable support network.
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How To Overcome Fear and Anxiety, continued from page 23

How do I get help?
Talking therapies
Talking therapies, like counselling or Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, are very effective for people with anxiety
problems.

Medication
Drug treatments are used to provide short-term help, rather than looking at the root of the anxiety problems.
Drugs may be most useful when they are combined with Talk therapies.

Support groups
You can learn a lot about managing anxiety from asking other people who have experienced it. Local support
groups or self-help groups bring together people with similar experiences so that they can hear each other’s stories,
share tips and encourage each other to try out new ways to manage themselves. n

Hepatitis Awarness
What is Hepatitis?
Hepatitis is an inflammation of the liver. The cause may be due to drugs, alcohol use, certain medical conditions,
or by a virus, known as Viral Hepatitis. The virus is most commonly known as Hepatitis A, B, and C.

Symptoms:
The common symptoms of Hepatitis A, B, and C include: Fatigue, nausea, poor appetite, belly pain, mild fever, or
yellow skin or eyes (jaundice). It is possible to contract Hepatitis B and/or C and still remain symptom free for years.
Fortunately, blood tests can determine whether you have contracted Viral Hepatitis, and if so, which kind.
The Medical staff at the Nooksack Clinic can perform a blood test to check if you have immunities to Viral Hepatitis.
Talk with your provider if you would like to be checked for immunity, if lab results show you have no immunity to the
virus you may start treatment in the form of vaccination.
We offer the following vaccines for Hepatitis:
• Hepatitis B vaccine
• Twinrix; a combination of Hepatitis A and B
• Vaccinations are given in 3 steps. The initial vaccine is given, then three months after the first vaccine you will
receive the second dose, and then six months after first vaccine you will receive the third dose.
Call the clinic at 966-2106 to make an appointment. n
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Hello and Happy Spring from the Education Department!
We have been having a great time as always. Because
of all the rain, we have been doing more inside activities to
keep the kids entertained - craft tables, clay creation station,
cookie drive-through, popcorn parties and much more.
The key is to stay busy! We sure do make a mess and we
sure do have lots of fun doing it!
This spring quarter we welcome six new tutors from
Western Washington University. These tutors will be
with us until mid June. They are part of the Education
Department’s long standing partnership with WWU to
provide us with students from the Woodring College
of Education. This is a part of their studies towards

graduating and becoming a teacher. They are assigned
to the Tribal library classrooms to tutor children with
their homework and read in small groups. We sure do
appreciate the extra help!
Our Tribal library has applied for a couple of grants
which will enable us to put three more computers in our
lab, buy hundreds of new book titles, replace the dated main
computer which holds our library catalogue and several
other things to really enhance and expand the library.
We welcome any questions or input about our
programs, so please do not hesitate to call us at 966-9696
for information. We look forward to hearing from you. n

(above left) Fun Friday activity these three girls came up with was the “Cookie Drive Through”.
Jalalya took orders for cookies, frosting preference and sprinkle color. Katie and Justina did the
frosting and sprinkles to order. At one point we had about 20 children in the line at the same time
and the three girls running the “Cookie Drive-Through” really stayed calm and got everyone served.
It was a very yummy activity. (bottom left ) A happy customer walks away from the “Cookie DriveThrough” with her treats. (above right) Another Fun Friday activity! Making cards and decorating
envelopes. Many cards were made for various occasions and the favorite part seemed to be adressing
and decorating the envelopes. Lots of creativity and fun here. (inset above) Fun Friday activities in
the Education Classrooms and Tribal Library always include something messy! We made different
variations of slime and children were encouraged to experiment with the recipe to see what different
kinds of slime would turn out. Izabel really nailed it with her recipe. Her slime turned out exactly
how she wanted it! (bottom riht) Megan’s slime recipe was very slimy indeed and with that cool
added blue color she was very happy with her results!
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STARS

OF THE

WEEK

BRYANN

TIMONE

KEONA

LENA

Favorite Color: Pink
Favorite Book: Cabin Fever
Favorite Movie: Grace
Favorite Food: Tortellini
Favorite School Subject:
Reading
When I grow up I want to
be a: Vet
My family is special because:
They are nice to everyone
If I could give one gift to
every child in the world, I
would give: Puppies
If I could make one rule
that everyone in the world
had to follow it would be:
Be nice, do not say
mean words

Favorite Color:
Hot Pink and Red
Favorite Book: Terraria
Favorite Movie:
The Walking Dead
Favorite Food: Hot Cheetos
Favorite School Subject:
Recess
When I grow up I want to
be a: Ninja
My family is special because:
They play games with me
If I could give one gift to
every child in the world,
I would give a: Book
If I could make one rule
that everyone in the world
had to follow it would be:
Everyone can do whatever
they want

Favorite Color: Blue
Favorite Book: Star Book
Favorite Movie: Jungle Book
Favorite Food: Carrots
Favorite School Subject:
Math
When I grow up I want to
be a: Doctor
My family is special because:
I love them
If I could give one gift to
every child in the world,
I would give a: Big House
so they can play in it
If I could make one rule
that everyone in the world
had to follow it would
be: No being mean and
remember, I am the boss.

Favorite Color:
Green and Blue
Favorite Book: Drama
Favorite Movie: Pokemon
Favorite Food: Pizza
Favorite School Subject:
Four Square
When I grow up I want to
be a: Basketball Player
My family is special because:
They help me with
troubles
If I could give one gift to
every child in the world, I
would give a: House
If I could make one rule
that everyone in the world
had to follow it would be:
No Bullying
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From the Desk of:

Donia Edwards,
Education
Director
P.O. Box 157, Deming, WA 98244
P: 360-966-9696 | F: 360-592-2125
dedwards@nooksack-nsn.gov
I am located at the Timber Ridge
property. Please contact me for the
following:
Applications are available for
Higher Education, Adult Vocational
Technical Education or Adult Basic
Education.
As a part of the higher ed grant
application, you must apply for a
minimum of two scholarships. I
can help you if you need help with
starting a scholarship portfolio.
If you need help getting back into
school for the fall quarter or if you
feel like you have barriers preventing
you from enrolling in college – come
see me and together we can make a
plan to overcome any barriers.

Apply for Nooksack
Indian Tribe Jobs
ON-LINE
Visit www.nooksacktribe.org and
click on “Careers” to view current job
openings, then view job of interest
and click on Apply. Complete the
First Time Registration and the
application. This on-line application
can be submitted 24 hours a day.
Once you have registered and
completed the application you will be
able to use it for any future position
you wish to apply for.
You will need an email address
to set-up your on-line application.
If you need assistance, please contact
Human Resources at 360-592-5176. n

New Hires
Spring Sports
Soccer, track, baseball, softball
and Indian basketball tournaments
are coming up! Get your application
in for the pay-to-play fees, registration
fees or special equipment/gear
NOW! Please take note that after a
certain date the registration fees go
up. Also, as a reminder, it may take
up to two weeks to process a check
to a vendor.
JOM or Wellness fund does not
cover reimbursements and no check
will be made out directly to the tribal
member, parent or guardian. For a
Johnson O’Malley (JOM) or Health
and Wellness Fund application,
please contact me. n

Lillian Whapat
On-call receptionist - 03/16/17
Joshua Cordero
Elders Kitchen Assistant - 03/20/17
Charles Hurt Jr.
Sr. Tribal Attorney - 03/27/17
Marilyn McLean
Family Services Director - 04/13/2017

Transfers
Rikkole Edwards
Administrative Assistant to Council
Receptionist - 04/03/17
Edna Revey
Assistant to Health Director and
Health Dept. Operations Manager 04/10/2017
n
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Northwest Indian Youth Conference 2017, Class Update,
and other Events for your Consideration
March and early April were indeed busy months for
our Nooksack Youth here at Timber Ridge. Students in
the afterschool Youth Program and the Si:wesa:ylhem tset
Class jumped in to their first adventure by traveling to
Bellingham Technical College for Career Day, sponsored
by the Bellingham Rotary Club. The keynote speaker,
Antonio, thrilled the large group of Whatcom County
high schoolers with his story of escaping poverty in
Africa, coming to America, earning two college degrees,
and establishing a successful career. Afterwards, students
rotated through career-specific workshops to explore
options for their futures.
In mid-March, the Si:wesa:ylhem tset Class wrapped
up their history unit on World War II by finishing
construction and painting of fighter plane models from
that conflict. Currently, they are deep in the study of
civics and the intricacies of how the U.S. government
works along, of course, with their other class work.
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While area students used the first week of April for
spring break, a dedicated group of 14 Nooksack students
ventured across the Cascades to Winthrop for the 42nd
Annual Northwest Indian Youth Conference hosted by
the Confederated Tribes of the Colville Reservation at
the beautiful Sun Mountain Lodge. The exceptionally
well-organized conference included presentations by
AIM founder Dennis Banks; Matika Wilbur of Project
567 fame; 1491, the Native comedy group; and artist
Steven Paul Judd. Breakout sessions focused on Native
culture, activism, and traditional games. To top it off,
not only was there a Pow Wow Tuesday night, but
also a semi-formal banquet and dance on Wednesday
evening.
The youth who participated would like to thank the
staff of Nooksack Way of Life and the Education and
Youth Departments for helping make these learning and
leadership adventures possible. n

Northwest Indian Youth Conference
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It’s Never Too Early to Develop Literacy Skills
by Mary Barberio, Costco Connection, April 2017
APRIL IS HOST
to a number of
reading-related holidays: School Library
Month, “Drop Everything and Read Day,”
National Library Week, National Bookmobile Day,
National Readathon Day and Children’s Book Day.
The focus on reading and literacy is a reminder of how
important it is to develop the skill of reading.
Why the urgency? Studies estimate that up to onefourth of all children in the U.S. are unable to do their
homework because they can’t read at their grade level—
and if they lack the skills to read proficiently at the
fourth-grade level, they probably won’t catch up. They
might lose interest and drop out of school.
It then becomes a continual struggle to read and
comprehend, whether it’s a form, a prescription drug
label, a paycheck or a tax return. The impact on society?
Astronomical, considering that research has shown how
functional illiteracy has been linked to welfare, crime and
high health care costs. Society as a whole suffers.
Here’s a look at how we can fight this unfortunate
chain of events.
Start at birth. “Learning begins at birth, and it is
important for children to be engaged in storytelling
and interacting with the written word through books at
a young age,” says Aubrey Bourgeois, communications
specialist at Reading Is Fundamental (RIF; rif.org).
Whether babies and toddlers are listening to your
voice, soaking up the language, focusing on the pictures
or just learning how to turn pages, they are learning the
basics. Positive connections are being formed to reading
and learning.
“Books play an essential role in a child’s development
and learning, and are the building blocks for a better
future,” says Bourgeois.
Have plenty of books around. A variety of books is
good, but it’s especially important to choose ones that
will grab your child’s attention, whether they’re about
dinosaurs or fairy tales or the latest series. Go to your
local bookseller or your closest library, or perhaps an
organization such as RIF can help out.
RIF, which celebrated its 50th anniversary in
November 2016, is the nation’s oldest and largest
nonprofit children’s literacy organization, and each year
they distribute millions of books to kids who need them
most. To date, RIF has distributed some 412 million
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books to 40 million children and in all 50 states.
Motivate. The National Education Association (nea.
org) knows that motivating kids to read is an essential
factor in succeeding in school, so it came up with a
program called Read Across America Day to celebrate
and promote reading. On that day, teachers, librarians,
bookstores and communities nation-wide host fun-filled
reading activities. The date of this annual celebration?
March 2, Dr. Seuss’ birthday, of course.
Set an example and read. “One of the most important
things parents can do for their children to encourage
reading is to model that process for them. Let your child
see you making time to read,” says high school English
teacher Molly Delp, from Jonesboro, Arkansas. “Children
model what they see, and parents have a much bigger
influence in this department than they realize.”
Encourage your children to read. “I always found
that the kids who read the most were the ones who were
read to as babies and toddlers,” says elementary school
teacher/librarian and Costco member Donna Parlier, of
The Villages, Florida. She looks for books that will grab
their attention so they’ll want to read more.
Her husband, elementary school teacher Ed Parlier,
agrees that kids who are read to, read. He adds, “When
children start to discover that the things they are learning
appear in the books they read [or are read to from], they
see a purpose in learning and reading.”
And let’s not forget the wise counsel of Dr. Seuss. As
he said in I Can Read with My Eyes Shut!:
“The more that you read, the more things you will know.
“The more you learn, the more places you’ll go.”
QUICK TIPS FOR READING TO TODDLERS
• Provide a fun environment.
• Read the same books often.
• Play with toys and games involving the alphabet
or letter/sound associations:
– Blocks.
– Jigsaw puzzles.
– Alphabet magnets.
– I Spy.
• Use rhymes, songs and poems to help with repetitive sounds at the beginning and end of words.
• Sing the alphabet song.
• Use pictures to build vocabulary. n
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Snee-Nee-Chum
P.O. Box 157
Deming, WA 98244

2017 Holiday Calendar
The Nooksack Tribal Council has approved the 2017 Holiday Schedule. Tribal Offices will be closed on the following days in 2017.
April 21 – Mother Earth Day • May 29 – Memorial Day • July 4 – Independence Day
September 1 – Council Elect • September 4 – Labor Day • September 22 – Nooksack Governance Day
October 9 – Coast Salish Day • November 10 – Veterans Day • November 23-24 – Thanksgiving
December 25-29 – Christmas

Administrative Contacts
Tribal Council Office…………………… (360) 592-5164…

Family Services (Director: Marilyn McLean)

Administration

Education (Director: Donia Edwards)

Enrollment Office…………………………… (360) 592-5176 x1010
Tribal Council Fax………………………………… (360) 592-4506

Administrative Office Main………………………… (360) 592-5176
Administrative Fax………………………………… (360) 592-2125
Human Resources (Director: Suzanne Brownrigg)…… (360) 592-5176
Emergency & Risk Management…………… (360) 592-HELP (4357)

Education Main Office …………………………… (360) 966-2043
Headstart-Deming………………………………… (360) 592-0141
Headstart-Everson………………………………… (360) 966-0523

Law Enforcement (Police Chief: Mike Ashby - interim)

Office……………………………………………… (360) 966-2043

Police Department ………………………………… (360) 592-9065

Health Services (Director Lona Johnson)

Medical Clinic………………………………………
Dental Clinic ………………………………………
Medical Business Office……………………………
Genesis II Office (Manager: Rick George)…………

(360) 966-2106
(360) 306-5151
(360) 966-7704
(360) 966-7704

Behavioral Health …………………………… (360) 966-2376
Social Services (Director: Nadeen Jimmy)

Social Services Main ……………………………… (360) 592-0135
Elders Office ……………………………………… (360) 592-0100
TANF-Deming…………………………………… (360) 592-3219
TANF-Skagit……………………………………… (360) 848-1758
GED Office Nooksack……………………… (360) 592-0135 ext 5124
GED Office Skagit………………………………… (360) 848-1758
Domestic Violence Office ………………………… (360) 592-5176
DV Emergency Hotline…………………………… (360) 592-4164
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Indian Child Welfare (ICW) ……………………… (360) 306-5090
Child Support ……………………………………… (360) 306-5090

Youth Program (Director: Roxanne Murphy)
Other Services

Tribal Court………………………………………… (360) 306-5125
Tribal Court Fax…………………………………… (360) 306-5181
Housing Office (Director: Katrice Romero)……… (360) 592-5163
Natural Resources (Director: Gary MacWilliams)… (360) 592-5176
Fishing and Shellfish Fisheries Hotline …………… (360) 592-5140
Cultural Resources (Director: George Swanaset, Jr.)…… (360) 306-5759
Tribal Veterans Program……………………………… (360) 592-5176
Tribal Gaming …………………………………… (360) 592-5472
Facilities & Maintenance
(Director: Richard Edwards)……………………… (360) 592-0162
Auto Shop………………………………………… (360) 306-5756
Community Building……………………………… (360) 966-9153
North Intertribal Vocational
Rehabilitation Program ……………………… (360) 592-5176 x1048

Casino & Market Centre

Nooksack Northwood Casino……………………… (360) 734-5101
Toll free …………………………………………… (877) 777-9847
Nooksack Market Centre…………………………… (360) 592-5864

